Cleveland Hiking Club

20 MILE CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION HIKE
(ANNUAL 20 MILE SPRINGTIME LONG HIKE)
SUNDAY, MARCH 31, 2019
START TIME 9:00 AM AT SOUTH MASTIK PICNIC AREA
HIKE IS SELF Paced
MAPS AND DIRECTIONS PROVIDED

--- TRAILS ---

--- ROADS ---

Approximate scale

LONG HIKE CHALLENGE
100 MILES IN 4 LONG HIKES
14 MILES—SATURDAY, MARCH 16—8:00 AM—ONWEGO
20 MILES—SUNDAY, MARCH 31—9:00 AM—SOUTH MASTIK
26 MILES—SUNDAY, APRIL 14—8:30 AM—CANALWAY
40 MILES—SUNDAY, MAY 5—4:00 AM—BRECKSVILLE RES. RC.